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Language: English. Brand new Book. Tommy Two is a man of fine tastes - cars, clothes,
women.himself. But more importantly, Tommy Two is a criminal - the kind that specializes in a
certain brand of crime. The Australian-born malefactor is an American-based pirate, robbing and
pillaging high-brow cruiseliners for their riches. No matter the risk, Tommy is there to reap the
rewards. However, the tone changes from bright to disgustingly bleak, all in the blink of an eye,
when Tommy takes what seems to be an all-too-easy job. With the ease comes an easily overlooked,
but dangerous, catch - he and a man named Benjamin are to escort, and document, the effects of
something call "Green Tea." A mysterious green fluid that induces fear, death, and grotesque forms
of fornication among the undead victims. Is Tommy Two successful enough to pull off a sea-bound
heist with the horrors of Hell biting at his feet? Sit back, have a cup of Green Tea, and prepare for a
rip-roaring rampage through undead waters. Musically maniacal, Donald Armfield creates a
chapbook filled to the brim with scenes of gratuity - blood, guts, gore,...
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Reviews
The ebook is straightforward in go through preferable to recognize. It typically does not charge too much. Its been designed in an exceptionally
straightforward way and it is just following i finished reading this book where basically altered me, affect the way i really believe.
-- Dr. Reta Murphy
It becomes an amazing pdf which i actually have at any time read through. This can be for all those who statte there had not been a worthy of reading
through. You wont sense monotony at anytime of your own time (that's what catalogues are for relating to should you check with me).
-- Claud Kris
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